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Analysis: North Korean Media Campaign Signals Possible Near-Term Launch
FEA20090211814756 - OSC Feature - North Korea -- OSC Analysis 11 Feb 09
North Korea has resumed laying the groundwork for a
demonstration of its satellite- and missile-related capabilities,
renewing efforts to portray its space program as peaceful and
within international norms. Pyongyang might time a possible
launch to coincide with ongoing events, such as the upcoming
opening of a new North Korean legislative session, likely to be
held in April, or with annual US-South Korea spring military
exercises. Pyongyang's ultimate decision whether to launch will
likely reflect its views on relations with the United States.
During the past several months, Pyongyang has stepped up its media
campaign asserting North Korea's "right" to pursue space research and
development -- an endeavor specifically including launching "satellites."
Most recently, a 7 February party daily signed commentary portrayed space research and development as a
"legitimate right," saying that North Korea's "peaceful advance into space is ... justifiable in compliance with the
development of the times."[ 1] At the same time, the commentary avoided any mention of the rumors of the
North's preparations for a long-range missile launch widely reported in world media since 3 February.[ 2] [ 3] [ 4] [
5]
This builds on three other signed commentaries in the party daily since October 2008 -- each by a different senior
commentator -- that were all similar in structure and wording.[ 6] [ 7] [ 8] In a likely attempt to preempt
international condemnation in the event of a launch, the commentaries emphasized the "equal right of every
country" to pursue space research and development as an "asset of humanity in common."
Having party daily commentators address the North's "space" policy allows Pyongyang to make its case for a
satellite-related event without making a formal government commitment.
Although the "right" to space is not a new theme in North Korean media, the current emphasis -- both in terms of the
nature of the discussion and its frequency -- is rare.
Dating back to at least 2005, there have been only two other signed commentaries in the party daily claiming this
"right."[ 9] [ 10]
In the uptick in reporting prior to the early July 2006 missile launches -- as well as in a similar spike in reporting
last summer -- the campaign was limited to third-party reports on space-related developments in other countries
that were framed either peacefully or as attempts to "militarize" space.[ 11] [ 12] [ 13]

Only Indirect Acknowledgement
As was the case in the lead-up to its only two previous long-range missile launches in August 1998 and July 2006, there
have been no authoritative North Korean pronouncements confirming or denying rumored launch plans. Pyongyang has,
however, used unofficial channels to indirectly acknowledge a possible upcoming launch attempt.
Most prominently, Choso'n Sinbo -- a pro-North Korean newspaper in Japan that apparently has editorial ties to
the regime -- addressed on 5 February the recent rumors on North Korean launch preparations without
specifically denying them.[ 14] The article indirectly linked missile research with North Korean "military
countermeasures" that were being undertaken in response to "hostile relations" with the United States.
Notably, this was also the case in the run-up to the early July 2006 launch attempts. In late June 2006, an article
in the Choso'n Sinbo claimed that a "launch of an artificial earth satellite" could be "carried out at any time in the
future ... a month later or a year later."[ 15] The article further stated that the "launch itself" would only become a
"security issue" where there are "mutually hostile relations."
The only other recent signal -- not authoritative but likely vetted -- is the message reportedly given to a senior
non-governmental US delegation during a 2-7 February visit to Pyongyang. According to wire services, upon his return,
former US Ambassador to South Korea Bosworth told reporters that in regard to possible launch preparations, "they said
we should all wait and see."[ 16] [ 17]
Timing
If Pyongyang decides to conduct a launch it would likely time the move to coincide with ongoing events, such as the
upcoming opening of a new North Korean legislative session, likely to be held in April, or with annual US-South Korea
spring military exercises. Pyongyang could frame such an event as either the "peaceful use of space" or as a "necessary
military countermeasure."
North Korea has scheduled elections on 8 March for the 12th Supreme People's Assembly (SPA), which would
likely open in early April.[ 18] A launch would fit the regime's current focus on science and technology
innovation, building on the December 2008 lighting of the "torch of Kangso'n" and a major policy emphasis on
"opening up the gate to a powerful state in 2012" based on advances in science and technology as contained in
this year's authoritative New Year's Joint Editorial.[ 19] [ 20] The August 1998 launch attempt coincided with the
opening of its 11th SPA and was portrayed as a major technological achievement.
The recent Choso'n Sinbo article highlighted combined US-South Korea military exercises that are conducted
"around March every year" as a "provocation" that could result in "more hard-line countermeasures."
Diplomatic Wild Card
The ultimate decision on whether to launch will likely reflect Pyongyang's views on relations with the United States.
Almost certainly aware that a launch would be seen by the international community as provocative, Pyongyang
appears to be deliberately raising the stakes, possibly the result of a calculus that envisions making headway in
bilateral negotiations if it could present itself as an equal partner. If Pyongyang proceeds with a launch, it could
indicate a judgment on its part that the United States is not currently ready to move forward bilaterally.
A launch would represent a change in Pyongyang's current approach to Washington as suggested by North
Korea's positive media portrayals of President Obama and signals emphasizing the importance of improving the
bilateral relationship. Dating back to its treatment of the election in November 2008, North Korean media have
portrayed cautious optimism regarding the Obama administration. In an authoritative and fairly direct signal,
Pyongyang for the first time in seven years failed to level any criticism against the United States in its New Year's
policy pronouncement.[ 21] In addition, Pyongyang has portrayed President Obama as a break with the past and

a potentially transformational figure.[ 22] [ 23] [ 24] [ 25] [ 26] [ 27] [ 28] [ 29]
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